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58

Executive Summary

59

This reflection paper identifies three areas of interest from the regulatory perspective, where the

60

comparative evaluation of drug product’s quality characteristics plays an important role, either during

61

drug development, during drug lifecycle, or during in decision making processes potentially leading to

62

marketing authorisation. The document focusses on methodological aspects in relation to statistical

63

data-comparison approaches for the settings of: pre- and post-manufacturing change, biosimilar

64

developments as well as generics’ development. For all these settings defined, the reflection paper

65

raises open issues from a statistical perspective addressing question related to comparison objectives,

66

sampling strategies, sources of variability, options for statistical inference and acceptance ranges.

67

This document is targeted to both, experts from industry and regulatory assessors. The paper tries to

68

connect to other available regulatory guidance where the issue of comparative data assessment

69

concerning quality attributes is discussed for certain contexts, but where more detailed guidance of

70

how to actually carry out the comparison task (based on empirical sample data) is lacking.

71

From the methodological perspective, the reflection paper is supposed to establish a common language

72

and to improve understanding among all experts concerned with quality characteristics’ data

73

comparison. It is also supposed to trigger further discussion of realistic requirements to demonstrate

74

'similarity on the quality level' in the different contexts mentioned above. The paper however also

75

discusses likely limitations hampering statistical inference, pointing towards meaningful – but

76

expectedly less stringent – alternatives.
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77

1. Introduction

78

Comparison of empirical data from quality characteristics of drug products (quality attributes) is of

79

importance in many areas of drug development. There are at least three areas where the comparative

80

evaluation of quality characteristics plays a major role in decision making on the manufacturer's as

81

well as on the regulator's side:

82

•

the comparison of a particular drug product in versions pre- and post-manufacturing change,

83

•

the comparison of a candidate biosimilar product to a reference medicinal product,

84

•

the comparison of a candidate generic product to the reference medicinal product;

85

In these areas, many different methodological approaches to set up a framework for the comparison of

86

quality characteristics are followed and often require regulatory assessment. In many instances, the

87

suggested comparison approach contains statistical elements in order to support the assertion that the

88

quality profile of two (versions of a) drug products can be considered similar. This frequently involves

89

the definition of 'similarity'-criteria, mostly based on information regarding known or expected

90

variability of quality data associated with the underlying manufacturing processes. However,

91

conclusions drawn from comparative data analyses (e.g. "a manufacturing change has not substantially

92

altered the product quality") are often based on rather limited information available, e.g. a small

93

number of manufacturing batches.

94

Making use of inferential statistical methods means quantifying uncertainties arising from the fact that

95

claims (or decisions) are made based on limited data stemming from a sample. If comparative data

96

analysis is limited to the sole description of the samples taken, it is evident that no clear inference can

97

be drawn regarding drug material that was not sampled. Understanding the need and the options to

98

quantify uncertainty related to decision making based on sample data is key to evaluate the

99

capabilities statistical concepts may bring to the matter of comparing quality attributes. At first sight, it

100

might seem straightforward to apply inferential statistical methods (like equivalence testing) for the

101

purpose of comparing data from quality attributes, but often severe limitations exist regarding practical

102

applicability, given the specific circumstances related to sampling and data collection. From the

103

regulatory assessment perspective, it has become evident that the potential role of 'classical'

104

inferential statistical methods (which are considered well established in the comparative analyses of

105

clinical data) is currently not sufficiently clear in the context of comparison of quality data. Also, the

106

lack of significant differences alone does not imply similarity. Hence, the question of whether the

107

desired conclusion of similarity of products could indeed be inferred from often limited information

108

from sample data remains difficult to answer in many occasions.

109

Therefore, the goal of this paper is to reflect under which circumstances, and to which extent the

110

implementation of inferential statistical methods can assist or even facilitate comparative evaluation of

111

quality attributes data. In many instances, fundamental limitations (e.g. in relation to the non-

112

representative nature of retrievable sample data) would make the application of inferential statistical

113

methodology not meaningful. In such cases, it will be important to identify and describe those

114

obstacles.

115

Separate considerations are given to the regulatory areas introduced above, whenever possible also in

116

context to other relevant regulatory guiding documents. After providing some working definitions and

117

delineations in the next section, Section 4 will introduce these regulatory settings in more detail.

118

Section 5 lists important fundamental methodological prerequisites which need to be considered when

119

attempting to establish a statistical framework for decision making based on quality attributes’ data

120

comparisons. In Section 6, the settings as introduced in Section 4 are revisited and the options as well

121

as the possible limitations related to the use of inferential statistical methods are discussed.
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122

At the end of the document a summary of important issues is provided to support in planning, conduct

123

and assessment of quality attributes' data comparisons. This reflection paper is hence targeted to both,

124

industry and regulators to promote progress in the common understanding of meaningful application of

125

statistical methodology in this specific area. There is neither the intention nor an option to strive for an

126

automatism by introducing a purely 'technical' data comparison methodology which would remain un-

127

reflected by the know-how of drug developers and regulatory assessors acting as experts in the field.

128

It is, however, important to note that all decision criteria currently used to conclude on similarity on

129

the quality level involve empirical considerations based on sample data. The use of sample data for

130

reasonable decision making usually requires statistical considerations. Hence, understanding of some

131

fundamental statistical concepts is key for development and assessment of such decision criteria to

132

avoid mistakes in decision making. Furthermore, improved common understanding can be expected to

133

facilitate consistent assessment on the regulatory side in the future.

134

2. Legal basis and relevant guidelines

135

The legal basis and the procedures for making an application for a marketing authorisation are set out

136

in Directive 2001/83/EC as amended and in Regulation (EC) No 726/2004. For generic applications the

137

legal basis can be found in Article 6 of Regulation (EC) 726/2004 and Article 10 of Directive

138

2001/83/EC as amended. The legal basis for similar biological medicinal products, also known as

139

biosimilars, can be found in Article 6 of Regulation (EC) 726/2004 and Article 10(4) of Directive

140

2001/83/EC as amended.

141

Further information and relevant questions & answers on the eligibility and legal requirements of

142

applications to the Centralised Procedure for generics and biosimilars are available on the pre-

143

authorisation page of the Agency's website.

144

This reflection paper should be read in conjunction with all other relevant guidelines, especially with

145

the current versions of the following:

146

•

147

ICH guideline Q5E: Note for guidance on biotechnological/biological products subjected to
changes in their manufacturing process (CPMP/ICH/5721/03)

148

•

ICH guideline Q8(R2): Pharmaceutical Development (EMA/CHMP/ICH/167068/2004)

149

•

ICH guideline Q9: Quality Risk Management (EMA/CHMP/ICH/24235/2006)

150

•

ICH guideline Q10: Pharmaceutical quality system (EMA/CHMP/ICH/214732/2007)

151

•

ICH guideline Q11: development and manufacture of drug substances (chemical entities and

152

biotechnological/biological entities, EMA/CHMP/ICH/425213/2011)

153

•

Guideline on similar biological medicinal products (CHMP/437/04 Rev 1)

154

•

Guideline on the investigation of bioequivalence (CPMP/EWP/QWP/1401/98 Rev. 1/ Corr)

155

•

Guideline on similar biological medicinal products containing biotechnology-derived proteins as

156
157

active substance: quality issues (revision 1) (EMA/CHMP/BWP/247713/2012)
•

158
159
160

Guideline on the pharmacokinetic and clinical evaluation of modified-release dosage forms
(EMA/CHMP/EWP/280/96 Corr1)

•

Note for guidance on the clinical requirements for locally applied, locally acting products
containing known constituents (CPMP/EWP/239/95 final)
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161

3. Definitions and delineations

162

Throughout the text the term 'drug product' is used to simplify reading, but it is evident that quality

163

comparisons are also often made on either the drug substance or on an intermediate level. However,

164

the considerations made in this paper need to be understood to equally apply to all of that terms.

165

The term 'quality attribute' (QA) is meant to describe any kind of physico-chemical characteristic,

166

biological/activity characteristic, immuno-chemical property, purity/impurity characteristic, or any

167

other in-vitro characteristic, which is identified a priori as a (sufficiently) important attribute to be

168

included in the comparison task at hand. As regards the scale of measurement, the range is from

169

numerically measured QAs (e.g. molecular weight) to qualitatively assessed QAs (e.g. colour). The

170

scale of measurement will usually impact on the methodological options for the actual data

171

comparison.

172

This reflections paper does not touch upon the topic of criticality assessment of QAs. The reason is that

173

criticality assessment is discussed in many other guiding documents (listed in Section 2) from various

174

perspectives and for different compound classes. The issue of meaningful selection of QAs for

175

comparative purposes is primarily driven by non-statistical reasoning, and is often judged on a case-

176

by-case basis. Hence, the starting point in this document is actually the assumption that a set of QAs

177

has been identified a priori which is found suitable for the purpose of a comprehensive comparison.

178

Suggested concepts for the comparison on the quality level may differentiate/categorise QAs according

179

to their criticality (different 'tiers'), foreseeing different comparative analysis techniques with graded

180

rigor for the categories defined.

181

Another delineation which seems important in relation to the reflections given below is that this paper

182

will also not touch upon process-control methodology. Adequately applied process-control will in

183

general target at consistent manufacturing in a specific manufacturing process environment. Following

184

a simplistic view, a process control system will flag marked deviations from expected product quality

185

looking at several QAs, potentially triggering measures to counteract in order to be able to continue

186

with 'consistent' production in the future. From a statistical perspective, this means that a specific

187

quality control setup constantly compares empirical data from the production process against a

188

predefined target range on an ongoing basis over time. Following this reasoning, it is evident that a

189

specific manufacturing process is subject to (allowed) variation in itself, even if manufacturing is

190

judged to be 'consistent' by help of process-control techniques over time. This reflection paper follows

191

this understanding of a well-controlled manufacturing process. Whenever it is mentioned that two

192

products are compared, it is assumed that these products can be 'consistently' manufactured,

193

guaranteed by adequate process-control measures. It is important to note that this assumption needs

194

to be made for simplifying reasons, as discussed concepts for comparative data analysis will inevitably

195

lead to misinterpretations if one or both processes to be compared are themselves subject to drifts in

196

product quality over time. It needs to be kept in mind that the assumption of 'consistency' can be a

197

very strong assumption, which will be hard to verify in many practical situations, in particular with

198

regard to newly set up manufacturing processes. It is also important to note that the 'consistency'-

199

assumption should not be seen to conflict with the general goal to strive for "Continual Improvement of

200

Process Performance and Product Quality" as described in ICH Q10 (PHARMACEUTICAL QUALITY

201

SYSTEM). However, changes introduced to improve product quality would be expected to alter some

202

QAs (on purpose), and for the time periods where such changes are introduced, the 'consistency'-

203

assumption might thus not be fulfilled.

204

Performing a comparison on the quality level based on samples taken from two manufacturing

205

processes usually means that there is interest in drawing conclusions on similarity for the entirety of

206

the material produced by the two manufacturing processes. Hence sample material needs to be
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207

understood as 'vehicle' to estimate quality characteristics for the entirety of material produced in the

208

past and the future, assuming consistency of the production processes as defined above. Therefore,

209

the understanding that interest is not so much in the actual samples (e.g. batches) drawn, but in the

210

underlying (actually unknown) data distributions of the entirety of the materials ever produced, is key

211

to follow the considerations in this document.

213

4. Settings where the comparison on the quality level is of
particular relevance in regulatory decision-making

214

This Section categorises the vast majority of occasions where a need is seen to have a comparative

215

evaluation on the quality level. Described scenarios primarily focus on situations where two sets of

216

available batches are subject to a comparison task. The simplest task of comparison of checking

217

whether one specific manufactured batch fulfils certain release criteria ('within specification') is briefly

218

addressed in Section 5.1.

219

It seems important to note that the described settings can be quite different, in particular with regard

220

to the practical or scientific implications a conclusion of demonstrated similarity on the quality level

221

could have. It is hence not straightforward to assume that the same rigor of evidence to support

212

222

similarity would be required in these different situations. As a consequence, the range of potentially

223

suitable approaches and methods to carry out comparative data analyses might differ in the different

224

settings described in the following. All settings mentioned below would merit from further reflections

225

concerning the options and limitations of inferential statistical methodology which might be considered

226

suitable for application in the situations described.

227

4.1. Pre/post manufacturing change

228

The comparative evaluation of the quality of two product versions before and after a certain

229

manufacturing change (and/or manufacturing transfer) is a very common task occurring during the

230

lifecycle of a medicinal product. This might also include comparative investigations when moving from

231

lab-scale to a larger manufacturing scale in the drug development, when changing the formulation, or

232

when altering source or grade of starting materials.

233

In principle, a comparison task can arise for chemical (synthesized) as well as for biotech-

234

derived/biological products. Whereas for handling the task for chemicals no dedicated methodological

235

guidance exists, for biotechnological/biological products the ICH Note for Guidance (NfG) Topic Q5E

236

describes the general goal of a comparability exercise for two product variants before and after a

237

manufacturing change as "ensuring the quality, safety and efficacy of drug product produced by a

238

changed manufacturing process." This NfG states that this does not necessarily mean that QAs of the

239

pre-change and the post-change product are identical, but that the goal is to show that they are

240

'highly similar' in a sense that marked differences which would have adverse impact upon safety and

241

efficacy of the drug product can be ruled out. Further interpretation of this wording might also indicate

242

that manufacturing change-triggered differences in product quality, which are associated with positive

243

impact on safety and/or efficacy, could eventually be accepted from the regulatory perspective. In this

244

context, it is important to understand what type of differences on the quality level (in the selected

245

QAs) would actually be associated to such positive impacts. As further explained in Section 5.1, such

246

understanding would drive the choice of methodological statistical concepts used for the comparative

247

analysis of QAs' data.

248

In contrast to the biosimilar setting (Section 4.2) the typical starting point in the pre-/post

249

manufacturing setting is usually based on easy access to available knowledge regarding the 'reference'

250

(here the pre-change) manufacturing process. Such knowledge usually relates to the whole history of
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251

the product's manufacturing, the sensitivity to changes in the production setup in terms of excursions

252

of important QAs, sources of variability when measuring QAs, sensitivity of assays used, etc. Most of

253

the time, the limiting factor is the low amount of new batch material available after the manufacturing

254

change. As a consequence, QAs' data from just a few 'post-manufacturing-change' batches are taken

255

as single values and compared to 'data-ranges' describing the pre-change manufacturing condition.

256

A huge diversity of comparison approaches has been applied in the past, and some of them included

257

statistical intervals, e.g. tolerance intervals, x-sigma, min-max range interval, etc. From a statistical

258

perspective, the context of use of these intervals is however rarely clear in relation to the

259

interpretation of conclusions drawn, i.e. whether the methods applied would really be suitable to

260

support the claim that the post-change manufacturing process can generate material of sufficiently

261

similar (or even "better") quality as compared to material produced by the pre-change process. Hence,

262

some dedicated reflections will be made for this specific comparison setting (Section 6.1).

263

4.2. Biosimilar developments

264

The task to compare two biological medicinal products on the quality level is inherent to biosimilar

265

developments. The CHMP Guideline on Similar biological medicinal products containing biotechnology-

266

derived proteins as active substance: quality issues, rev.1 (EMA/CHMP/BWP/247713/2012) addresses

267

the importance of this task within the whole biosimilar comparison and mentions physicochemical

268

properties, biological activity and immunochemical properties as relevant sets of QAs for the

269

comparison task. The guideline requests that "… analytical data submitted should be such that firm

270

conclusions on the physicochemical and biological similarity between the reference medicinal product

271

and the biosimilar can be made." In order to achieve that goal, an extensive (side-by-side)

272

comparability exercise is deemed required to demonstrate that the biosimilar candidate has "a highly

273

similar" quality profile as compared to the reference medicinal product. The guideline furthermore

274

mentions the quality target product profile (QTPP) as a development tool for biosimilar manufacturing.

275

The QTPP, corresponding to a set of quantitative ranges for key QA based on data collected on the

276

chosen reference medicinal product, are also suggested to guide the comparability exercise.

277

From the general methodological point of view, the goal to demonstrate equivalence (in contrast to

278

non-inferiority) is the focus in the biosimilar setting. As also mentioned in the Guideline, exemptions

279

could be potential improvements in specific QAs (e.g. impurities) which might translate to safety

280

advantages. However, for most of the comparative analyses of QA data between the biosimilar

281

candidate and the reference medicinal product, the focus would usually be on some sort of equivalence

282

investigations.

283

In most biosimilarity development programmes satisfactory similarity on the quality level is understood

284

as the first important milestone to be achieved in the stepwise development approach. In this context

285

it is important to note that the comparisons on the quality level is likely the most sensitive part of the

286

whole comparison exercise to detect differences between the biosimilar candidate and the reference

287

medicinal product. Many of the preclinical and clinical models used subsequently to continue the

288

comparative development are often judged less sensitive to detect such differences. At the same time,

289

however, the impact of differences at the quality level on clinical outcome (efficacy/safety/

290

immunogenicity) is often hard to predict or quantify. This usually aggravates the definition of

291

meaningful equivalence-criteria in the QAs' data comparison and hampers biosimilar development

292

approaches where a stronger emphasis is put on the evidence from the comparability exercise at the

293

quality level.

294

Despite these difficulties, there is increasing interest in the question of whether the rigor of the

295

comparative approach or the degree of similarity demonstrated on the quality level can determine the
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296

amount of additional evidence for similarity to be generated at later stages of development, in order to

297

reduce remaining residual uncertainty. In particular, questions had been raised by developers whether

298

comparisons in the clinical models can be abbreviated on basis of a robust comparison of selected QAs

299

revealing compelling evidence of similarity. From related discussions between developers and

300

regulators, it became evident that there is no common understanding what kind of statistical data

301

analysis approaches would be considered suitable (if any) for comparison tasks involving data from

302

QAs. It was found that the potential role, as well as the limitations of inferential statistical methods

303

related to equivalence testing need further reflection in this setting. However, it can be seen likely that

304

future methodological reflections would lead to data comparison methods which will eventually go

305

beyond the descriptive statistical approach mentioned in Section 5.2 in Guideline EMA/CHMP/

306

BWP/247713/2012, if the basis for regulatory decision making would – to a large extent – be based on

307

the demonstration of similarity on the quality level.

308

One further special aspect frequently arising in the biosimilarity setting is the need to bridge from non-

309

EU sourced comparator products to the EU-sourced reference medicinal product. As such bridging

310

usually involves data comparison on the QAs' level, Section 6.2 provides some related comments.

311

4.3. Other settings and generic developments

312

Abridged or hybrid marketing authorisation applications for small molecules represent one further

313

arena where data comparison on the quality level, and possibly also on an ex-vivo/in-vitro level could

314

be of pivotal relevance for regulatory decision making. Locally applied, locally acting products

315

represent one example where under certain circumstances equivalence hypotheses based on data from

316

certain QAs or data from ex-vivo/in-vitro experiments need to be explored between a test- and a

317

reference product. Examples are droplet-size comparison for aerosols/inhalation products or

318

comparative assessment of data from permeability assays for transdermal products. The Note for

319

Guidance on the clinical requirements for locally applied, locally acting products containing known

320

constituents (CPMP/EWP/239/95 final) mentions options to waive therapeutic equivalence trials if other

321

"models" can be justified to generate sufficient evidence to support an 'equivalence' claim. Similar to

322

that, the Appendix II of the CHMP Guideline on the Investigation of Bioequivalence (CPMP/EWP

323

/QWP/1401/98 Rev.1/Corr) describes biowaiver conditions for the development of special

324

pharmaceutical forms (e.g. eye drops, nasal sprays or cutaneous solutions). Here, waiver criteria are

325

based on comparison analyses' results involving data from QAs of the test- and the reference product.

326

In these documents no further detailed guidance regarding the methodological framework for the

327

actual analysis of equivalence are provided. In lack of such guidance, equivalence criteria agreed to be

328

suitable to compare PK data in the immediate release products’ bioequivalence setting (estimating

329

confidence intervals for the ratio of means and comparing to an acceptance range of 80%-125%) are

330

occasionally suggested to support a similarity claim. In many instances however, these criteria turn out

331

to be not sufficiently justified for the desired context of use.

332

The comparative analysis of dissolution profiles constitute another special case that fits into the

333

framework of exploring equivalence hypotheses on the quality level. In the development of generic

334

drug products circumstances exist, where the conclusion on equivalent dissolution profiles can serve as

335

surrogate for in-vivo bioequivalence. Decisions for waivers, that alleviate the need to carry out

336

comparative in-vivo (i.e. pharmacokinetic or even therapeutic equivalence) studies should then be

337

based on results of analyses on "bioequivalence surrogate inference" according to the Appendix I of

338

the CHMP Guideline on the Investigation of Bioequivalence (CPMP/EWP /QWP/1401/98 Rev.1/Corr). In

339

this context, it is reiterated that the term 'inference' is used to reflect the actual expectation that data

340

analysis on the quality level (here, dissolution) is in fact related to claims concerning the entirety of
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341

material produced by the manufacturing processes at hand, and not only to the samples tested in the

342

dissolution experiment.

343

Furthermore, the CHMP Guideline on the pharmacokinetic and clinical evaluation of modified release

344

dosage forms (EMA/CPMP/EWP/280/96, Corr1) contains considerations regarding similarity of

345

dissolution profiles regulating waivers and the need for bracketing approaches, but does not include

346

more detailed recommendations regarding reasonable approaches for using inferential statistical

347

methodology. Hence, further reflections can be expected to be helpful for planning and analysis-

348

purposes in this area as well (Section 6.3).

349

351

5. Approaching the comparison task from the statistical
perspective and associated obstacles

352
353

5.1. The choice of characteristics to be compared and related comparison
objectives

350

354

Following a statistical understanding, observed data for the QAs of interest coming from the selected

355

batch-material need to be understood as actual realizations of underlying (unknown) data distributions.

356

The interpretation is that, for each QA of interest, actually two unknown distributions corresponding to

357

the two manufacturing processes are subject to comparison. Against this background, the question

358

arises which characteristic(s) of these distributions should be taken for the comparison task. The

359

choice of a suitable characteristic to be compared also depends on the scale of measurement of the

360

QAs of interest (nominal to continuous scale). If underlying data distributions are parameterised,

361

parameters of these distributions can be used for the comparison task. For QAs measured on a

362

continuous scale, one option is to compare the means (as parameters) of the distributions. This would

363

correspond to a comparison of the location of the distributions, leaving aside any comparative

364

investigations concerning the spread/variance of the distributions. However, parameters describing the

365

spread of the distributions can of course also be subject to comparative analyses.

366

In many instances in practice, no dedicated considerations are given regarding the choice of the

367

distribution characteristic of interest. Instead, often single observed values representing the individual

368

batches are directly taken for the comparative analysis. Whereas such an approach is not 'wrong' from

369

a methodological perspective per se, careful interpretation is required based on the observed outcome

370

of such comparisons (see examples in Section 5.5).

371

Hence, from a planning perspective, the issue of identifying the data distribution characteristic (or

372

parameter) of interest to be compared needs to be addressed upfront. The other important question is

373

related to the actual objective for each specific QA's comparison: e.g. if means are compared, is it

374

sufficient to rule out marked differences in one direction only (e.g. rule out increase in impurity, or

375

decrease in potency), or is it the goal to protect against differences in either direction? This question is

376

closely related to the comparison scenario at hand given the regulatory context (see categories

377

introduced in Section 4), but at the same time needs separate considerations for each QA foreseen for

378

the comparison task. For example, in one and the same pre-/post-manufacturing change comparison,

379

it may well be that that e.g. a reduction in mean post-change impurity could be acceptable (one-sided

380

comparison), whereas for other QAs (e.g. potency) marked differences in pre-/post-change means in

381

either direction need to be excluded (two-sided comparison), as such differences - depending on the

382

direction - might relate to expected negative impact either on clinical efficacy or on safety.

383

Given the considerations above, it appears that a specific comparison task for one selected QA will fall

384

under one of the following categories concerning the underlying objective:
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385

5.1.1. Within-specification claim

386

This refers to the comparison of QAs of one given batch to a pre-defined specification range (e.g. for

387

batch release purposes). A specification range could be one- or two-sided. In this case there is interest

388

in the batch material at hand, and the question to be answered is whether the data observed for that

389

particular batch is within the range of expectations for the underlying manufacturing process. Of

390

interest from a methodological perspective is the question of how the specification intervals are

391

derived. Several methods are applied in this context, and not all of them might be considered suitable

392

to account for the uncertainty arising from the fact that specifications are calculated based on data

393

from sampled batches.

394

It is important to note that methods applied in the context of comparisons against specifications do not

395

automatically qualify for other comparison tasks involving quality data (i.e. pre/post manufacturing

396

change evaluations, biosimilar setting), as a more general inferential interpretation related to the

397

underlying manufacturing process is required for the latter.

398

5.1.2. One-sided comparison objective, non-inferiority claim

399

Such a claim could be based on the underlying understanding that actually two data distributions

400

related to two manufacturing processes are subject to the comparability task, and produced material is

401

understood as realisations of these processes. Often, two sets of batches coming from these

402

manufacturing processes would serve as samples for statistical evaluation. The claim to be tested

403

would be that one of the two processes (e.g. the manufacturing process after a manufacturing change)

404

is able to produce batches with 'non-inferior quality' as compared to the other process (e.g. the pre-

405

manufacturing change process), measured by the QA selected.

406

In statistical terminology, this corresponds to a 'one-sided' statistical test. One classical approach to

407

carry out such non-inferiority investigations is the comparison of a one-sided confidence interval (e.g.

408

for the difference in means) derived from actual sample data to an a priori defined acceptance region

409

(non-inferiority margin). However, it has to be noted that such an approach already requires some

410

assumptions to be fulfilled (see Section 5.4 and following sections).

411

5.1.3. Two-sided comparison objective, similarity/equivalence claim

412

The same conceptual understanding as described for the non-inferiority claim applies in principle also

413

to the equivalence claim. The difference is that the claim to be tested would be that the two processes

414

under consideration are able to produce material with equivalent quality (as measured by the QA at

415

hand).

416

One classical way to carry out equivalence testing would be to derive a two-sided confidence interval

417

(e.g. for the difference in means) and compare it to a pre-defined equivalence margin. But as

418

mentioned in 5.1.2, pre-requisite conditions would need to be fulfilled, and such an analysis approach

419

might not be feasible in many instances to compare QA data.

420

It is reiterated that any potential non-inferiority or equivalence conclusion drawn for one specific QA

421

would not apply to the two actual sets of batches used for the analyses, but to the entirety of material

422

produced by the manufacturing processes at hand. This differentiates inferential statistical testing from

423

purely descriptive data comparison (which only refers to the samples drawn). This of course requires

424

the assumption of consistent production processes to be fulfilled. However, the use of inferential

425

methods requires further assumptions to be fulfilled. The following Sections of this chapter will discuss

426

those.
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427
428

5.2. Understanding sources of variability in quality data and 'the unit of
observation'

429

In contrast to clinical research where usually the trial participant is the starting point for considerations

430

regarding the unit of observation most suitable for statistical analysis, corresponding considerations for

431

the comparisons of QAs characterising underlying manufacturing processes do not appear that

432

straightforward. One commonly used approach is to see the production batch as the unit of

433

observation which can be used for data analysis. Although this might be a meaningful strategy in many

434

instances, it is important to strive for a thorough understanding of the sources which can cause

435

variability in the actually measured values of the QAs of interest. One meaningful way to categorise

436

sources of variability is to identify the level on which a certain factor will cause variation in the

437

measured QAs (non-exhaustive):

438

•

sources causing between batch variability, e.g.

439

o

location of manufacturing (batch source)

440

o

scale of manufacture

441

o

age of the batch (=time since manufacturing)

442

o

source of starting materials

443

•

sources causing within-batch variability, e.g.

444

o

circadian effects

445

o

time since batch-manufacturing start

446

•

sources causing within-sample variability, e.g.

447

o

use of different assays to measure one and the same QA

448

o

ill-defined or variable sample preparation/storage

449
450

•

sources causing within assay variability, e.g.
o

measurement error related to assay accuracy and assay precision

451

Sufficient understanding of the potential sources of variability in the data available is key to decide

452

upon the unit of observation, and to explore the range of suitable statistical analysis methods. The

453

definition of the unit of observation will also be important for sampling considerations. With thoroughly

454

selected statistical methods it is possible to account for possibly existing dependence between

455

observations.

456

Depending on the nature of the comparability task and the underlying objective, access to information

457

describing the context of data collection for the QAs of interest may be limited. Such a limitation would

458

hamper identification of potential sources of variability. In consequence, options for an inferential

459

statistical analysis approach for the desired data comparison would be limited as well.

460

5.3. Random Sampling / Experimental Approach

461

Application of inferential statistical methods and the interpretation of their results require that samples

462

of units taken for analysis are representative for the underlying data generating process(es). The ideal

463

selection strategy would be random sampling. Implementing such a process would mean that generally

464

each of the units available for selection would have an equal chance to be selected/sampled. In context

465

of the comparison of QAs it is often realised in practice that a random sampling approach might not be

466

achievable/feasible. One frequently encountered situation is the availability of a (limited) number of

467

production batches, often produced consecutively. In such a scenario the question about

468

'representativeness' of available batch material is clearly dependent on (i) the fulfilment of the

469

assumption of a 'well-controlled consistency' in the manufacturing process(es) per se, and (ii) the

470

available knowledge concerning sources of variability. For an actual sampling plan this knowledge
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471

needs to be taken into account e.g. to avoid repeated sampling of units carrying no further relevant

472

information for the comparative analysis.

473

The non-random nature of samples used for the purpose to compare manufacturing processes,

474

resulting in questionable 'representativeness', needs to be understood as one frequently occurring

475

limiting factor hampering the desired application of inferential statistical methodology. If

476

representativeness cannot be assumed, any particular statistical model applied will fail to describe

477

uncertainty in the desired manner, and the corresponding results have no inferential interpretation.

478

However, there might also be situations where the comparison task on the quality level can be

479

approached following a prospective (experimental) strategy, allowing for a priori considerations

480

regarding adequate sampling. This may include strategies for 'pseudo-random' sampling, representing

481

the deliberate choice of certain sample units based on the assumption that these are representative for

482

the underlying data generating process.

483
484

5.4. Finding a metric to describe the difference between two
manufacturing processes

485

Once the parameter of interest is selected for the comparison task (e.g. the mean, cf Section 5.1), the

486

next step would be to find a method/metric to describe the difference/distance between the

487

parameters for the two distributions. For the example of the comparative analysis of means, this

488

metric could simply be the difference of means or the ratio of means. Defining this metric immediately

489

leads to a corresponding optimal outcome of the comparison analysis. If e.g. an equivalence

490

hypothesis is to be tested (i.e. a null hypothesis of non-equivalence would need to be rejected), the

491

goal would be to generate sufficient evidence to demonstrate that the difference in means is

492

sufficiently close to zero, or that the ratio of means is sufficiently close to 1 (evaluated by making use

493

of confidence intervals, see Section 5.5).

494

The definition of such a metric to describe the difference/distance between the two unknown

495

underlying distributions relates to the intention to derive one single measure to describe the difference

496

of interest, and thereby to 'simplify' the analysis task. As already mentioned in Section 5.1, such

497

reasoning can establish the bridge to statistical testing of equivalence or non-inferiority. In order to

498

carry out such tests, it is not only necessary to derive a point estimate for the metric of difference

499

defined. Two further elements are required: a method to quantify the uncertainty around the derived

500

point estimate, and the definition of an acceptance range to describe the maximum allowed difference

501

between the two distributions of interest, which would still be compliant with a statement that the

502

material from two underlying manufacturing processes can be considered similar.

503
504

5.5. Statistical intervals to quantify uncertainty of claims based on sample
data

505

With the computation of certain statistical intervals it is possible to quantify uncertainty in relation to

506

drawing a conclusion from samples to the entirety of material ever produced by underlying

507

manufacturing processes. It is important to note that this potential of quantification of uncertainty is

508

the advantage of inferential statistical methods over simple descriptive data analysis. If data analysis is

509

limited to description of the samples taken (e.g. solely reporting of sample means and ranges), it is

510

evident that no clear inference can be drawn regarding drug material that was not sampled. In order to

511

make full use of the inferential property of statistical intervals in the setting of comparative data

512

analysis, it is essential that the objective of the comparison as well as the metric to characterise

513

differences of underlying distributions is consciously chosen.
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514

5.5.1. Comparison approaches based on intervals commonly seen

515

From a statistical point of view, a clear distinction has to be made between quantification of

516

uncertainty by the use of statistical intervals on the one hand, and the goal of defining acceptance

517

ranges for the framework of the comparability task to be accomplished (e.g. equivalence margin, non-

518

inferiority margin) on the other hand. Frequently, measures to quantify uncertainty are either not

519

applied at all or used in a wrong context (see next paragraph).

520

In practice, comparability ranges are frequently established based on a statistical interval, e.g. the

521

min-max range or a tolerance interval calculated from characterisation data of the reference product.

522

Although such intervals are considered useful for data-descriptive purposes, the methodological

523

limitations related to these intervals when used as similarity decision criteria need to be understood.

524

Min-Max range

525

In its fundamental property, a min-max range describes the observed data range in a sample (e.g. for

526

a selected set of batches), and has no direct interpretation per se for the quantification of uncertainty

527

concerning the location of the unknown data distribution(s). In some comparison settings 'Min-Max

528

ranges' have been suggested to compare selected QAs between two sets of batches (e.g. pre/post

529

manufacturing change or reference/test in the biosimilar setting). Simple rules to claim similarity such

530

as 'the min-max range of test is entirely contained in the min-max range of reference' seem flawed as

531

the probability of fulfilling this criterion generally increases with decreasing number of test batches

532

investigated. This actually means that chances are highest to claim similarity if only a few (or in the

533

extreme just one) test batches are/is used for this kind of comparison. This is of concern, as such

534

similarity criteria promote small-sample investigations to increase the likelihood to conclude similarity,

535

and hence in parallel increases the chances of false positive conclusions on similarity. Of note,

536

comparison of single batch data to a min-max range might be suitable in the context of batch-release

537

(see Section 5.1.1).

538

Tolerance intervals and x-sigma approaches

539

A tolerance interval (TI) is usually computed to estimate a data range by which a specified proportion

540

p (e.g. the central 90%) of the units from the underlying population is assumed to be covered with a

541

pre-specified degree of confidence c (e.g. 95%); Similarity rules suggested in the past involving the TI

542

concept were conditions like 'measured QA data from all test batches of the sample fall within the

543

90%/95% TI computed from the reference batches'. Whereas a TI is conceptually suitable to describe

544

uncertainties related to a claim for an unknown data distribution, its application requires thorough

545

consideration due to several reasons. First of all, standard methods to compute TIs assume normality

546

for the underlying unknown distribution, and the validity of this assumption can actually not be

547

checked in most practical instances. Further, the choice of the parameters p and c remains arbitrary,

548

and – if applied in a decision criterion as mentioned above - high values for p and c (eg.99%/99%)

549

wrongly suggest high precision and certainty for the decision making on similarity, whereas actually

550

the opposite is the case due to associated widening of the TI if p and c approach 100%. Such a

551

similarity assessment approach exemplifies the undesirable mix of 'quantification of uncertainty' and

552

the 'definition of an acceptance range' by making use of one and the same statistical (TI) interval.

553

Similar methodological concerns arise with the application of 'x-sigma rules' (where x is usually one of:

554

3, 4 or 6), in particular if applied to characterise the reference (or pre-manufacturing change) QA's

555

data distribution to define a 'target range' for a similarity investigation. Hence, it is primarily the

556

described methodological deficiency related to the actual application, rather than a too low number of

557

samples which makes similarity decision rules based on TIs or 'x-sigma' approaches often unsuitable
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558

for a comparison task. As a consequence, there are usually no options to overcome such fundamental

559

methodological deficiencies by increasing the sample size for the computation of TIs.

560
561

5.5.2. Guiding principles for the use/computation of statistical intervals for
QA data comparison

562

Adequacy of the choice of a certain statistical interval to quantify uncertainty related to statistical

563

sampling always depends on (i) the underlying comparison objective (Section 5.1), (ii) the choice of

564

the characteristic/parameter describing the data distribution (Section 5.1), and (iii) the metric to

565

describe the difference between the two data distributions (Section 5.4). Once the metric is decided

566

upon (e.g. the difference of means), one further question relates to the assumed sampling distribution

567

of that metric, e.g. whether normality can be assumed. Only if these aspects are clarified upfront, a

568

proper choice can be made regarding the statistical interval method to be used to estimate the

569

uncertainty related to the sampling approach.

570

Existing different concepts for statistical intervals not only differ in their method of computation, but

571

also (and importantly) in the interpretation of the resulting numerical interval.

572

Prediction intervals

573

Prediction intervals (PI) are estimated to describe a data range covering data outcome of units drawn

574

in the future with a pre-specified degree of certainty. PIs can be derived for a single future

575

observation, for a set of k future observations, but also for a parameter characterising the underlying

576

distribution of future observations, e.g. for the mean of future observations.

577

Confidence interval

578

Another important statistical interval concept is of course the confidence interval (CI). As mentioned

579

earlier, CIs are frequently used in the context of equivalence/non-inferiority settings in clinical research

580

settings. CIs usually describe a data range which is assumed to cover a parameter (e.g. the mean) of

581

the unknown distribution with a given probability.

582

It is important to note that interval estimation techniques for CI, PI and also TI can be adapted to

583

directly quantify uncertainty related to claims on differences (or ratios) in parameters of two underling

584

distributions, e.g. a 95% CI for the difference between two means (e.g. between reference and test

585

means) can be derived. In the technical computation of intervals (in particular confidence intervals) it

586

might also be possible to account for the available knowledge regarding the sources of variability in the

587

data material to be analysed. For instance, parametric statistical methods can be used to account for

588

specific correlation structures as well as for factors associated to between/within batch variability. It is

589

however beyond the scope of this reflection paper to provide a comprehensive overview of

590

methodological approaches to adequately compute intervals to quantify uncertainty of claims based on

591

sample data. It is neither considered possible nor necessary to categorically preclude any kind of

592

statistical modelling approach for the data comparison task at hand. It is however seen required to

593

justify the choice of applied methods against the background presented above. The variety of

594

candidate methods may also comprise analysis approaches requiring less (or no) specific a priori

595

assumptions such as non-parametric techniques, bootstrapping or other re-sampling methods

596

('distribution free' intervals).
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597
598

5.6. Definition/justification of an equivalence/similarity criterion,
acceptance range

599

Any inferential statistical comparison of QAs would require an a priori definition of an acceptance range

600

or a correspondingly defined acceptance criterion. The definition of an acceptance range is usually not

601

resulting from the analysis of actual sample data (cf. to the TI example in Section 5.5). It is rather the

602

result of separate considerations related to maximum allowed difference between the two (unknown)

603

underlying data distributions for a specific QA of interest, which would still be compliant with a

604

statement that the material from the two processes can be considered similar/equivalent/non-inferior.

605

For a specific comparison task involving QAs, acceptance limits/regions would need to be understood

606

as an a priori fixed design element, and should hence conceptually be differentiated from statistical

607

intervals derived from actual sample data.

608

As regards the scale of measurement (e.g. additive or ratio scale), the defined acceptance range

609

should fit to the metric chosen to estimate the difference between the two underlying data distributions

610

of interest.

611

As in many other settings of non-inferiority and equivalence testing (also in the area of clinical trials),

612

the a priori definition of acceptance ranges can also be expected to be controversial in the comparison

613

of QAs. The interpretation of (maximum allowed) truly existing differences in QAs will in most cases

614

require a good understanding of the impact such differences could have on clinical outcome on the

615

patient level. The extent of knowledge regarding this association between differences on the quality

616

level and clinical outcome (efficacy and/or safety aspects) will already drive the criticality assessment

617

of the QAs, and hence the selection of specific QAs for the comparison task. Moreover, there are also

618

cases where pharmaceutical quality by itself would be a primary driver to define acceptance ranges, in

619

particular if the range of 'good pharmaceutical quality' is narrow and associated potential related

620

changes on the clinical level would be negligible. However, in many instances a certain degree of

621

arbitrariness in the definition of acceptance ranges might be unavoidable in practice. Against this

622

background, an interesting question is whether the development of agreeable standards (i.e. broadly

623

agreed acceptance ranges as this is the case in e.g. the bioequivalence assessment) could be a

624

meaningful goal for the future. For the moment, arbitrariness in the definition of acceptance ranges

625

would need to be reflected in the eventual assessment of any comparative analysis carried out.

626
627

5.7. Defining an overall 'success criterion' to claim equivalence/similarity
in presence of a large number of QAs

628

For many tasks of comparing data on the product-quality level it is expected that the comparison will

629

involve more than one QA. This would generally mean that all the methodological considerations

630

explained in Section 5 so far would need to be applied separately for each QA selected for the

631

comparison task. The read-outs for different QAs are expected to be observed on different scales with

632

varying quality of information, ranging from binary outcome to continuous measurements. Even if the

633

assay read-outs for a set of QAs are all on a metric/continuous scale, underlying data distributions can

634

be rather different. In this context it is unreasonable to assume that one and the same statistical

635

concept will be suitable for comparative evaluation of all the QAs involved. In most instances, tailored

636

approaches seem to be required to reflect the mentioned diversity in QAs.

637

For the case that adequate statistical frameworks can be identified and applied for the comparison of

638

more than one QA of interest, an a priori specified concept ('success criterion') seems necessary to

639

describe the minimum requirement for a claim of similarity. Such a concept would need to be put in an

640

analysis plan which is prepared prior to sampling and conduct of the comparison analyses. Any post-

641

hoc justifications that observed (unexpectedly big) differences in one or more of the analysed QAs
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642

would have no or only minor impact on clinical outcome might be seen to contradict preceding

643

criticality assessment of QAs and/or an adequate definition of corresponding acceptance ranges for

644

single QAs.

645

The overall risk of a false positive conclusion on equivalence (or non-inferiority) following an inferential

646

statistical evaluation will strongly depend on the type-1-error specifications (alpha, significance level)

647

in each separate QA data analysis. Only little guidance can be given regarding the choice of nominal

648

alpha for the comparison of QAs' data. Generally, a priori considerations concerning the risk of a false

649

positive conclusion on equivalence (or non-inferiority) on the quality level would become more

650

important, the more this comparison is expected to carry pivotal evidence in the whole comparison

651

task within a specific drug development. Some case-specific comments are provided in Section 6.

652

In this context, power considerations might eventually also become relevant from a planning

653

perspective, as sample size constraints (e.g. low batch numbers) and associated low power may lead

654

to refrain from inferential statistical comparison.

656

6. Reflections of issues raised, implications for planning and
assessment

657

General guiding principles can be inferred from the issues mentioned in Section 5 which are equally

658

applicable to the different regulatory settings introduced in Section 4. They need to be considered in

659

the order they are presented in.

655

660

•

For any data comparison plan on the quality level involving several QAs the objective should be

661

clearly stated. Describing the objective of the comparison task ideally includes considerations

662

regarding potential consequences for the two potential outcomes, namely either that similarity

663

could be demonstrated, or not. Examples for consequences based on demonstrated similarity

664

are: continuation of manufacturing after an implemented manufacturing change, moving ahead

665

within a biosimilar development programme to the next stage in the stepwise comparison, or

666

to waive a clinical trial based on demonstrated similarity in dissolution behaviour. These

667

considerations should already cover the question what characteristics of the underlying

668

distributions shall be compared. One of the options could be the comparison of means.

669

However, in some other situations the comparative evaluation of the variability (e.g. variance)

670

might need to be targeted.

671

•

The whole spectrum of options should be explored in how far the comparison setting has to

672

exclusively rely on investigations of data collected retrospectively, or whether a prospective

673

approach could be envisaged as well. Even if the nature of the data comparison remains

674

retrospective, several aspects of the comparison task could nevertheless be pre-planned before

675

the actual data for inclusion in the analysis is collected. Examples would be pre-specification

676

of: the set of QAs subject to analysis, the sampling strategy, the data analysis (interval)

677

method applied, the acceptance ranges, etc. Only adequate pre-planning will protect against

678

the potential criticism related to data-driven planning and biased post-hoc decisions.

679

•

Considerations concerning the sampling strategy are of utmost importance, and are expected

680

to include the decision what the unit of observation will be: batches, lots, packages, tablets,

681

vials/pools of liquid formulations, powders, etc. Decisions in this regard shall also be driven by

682

the knowledge on potential sources of variability in the QA data. As representativeness of

683

samples analysed is the key pre-requisite for a meaningful interpretation of results in

684

inferential statistical methodology, efforts should be taken to adequately describe the chosen

685

sampling strategy. Such a description should also include justifications regarding exclusion
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686

(non-selection) of batches/units which were available for the comparison task. In instances

687

where random sampling is not possible, regulatory assessors need to verify that selection of

688

batches/units was not data-driven. It is acknowledged that in some situations investigations

689

will be limited to non-random samples or to samples for which information regarding the origin

690

or specific manufacturing circumstances cannot be retrieved. In such cases, very limited

691

options may exist for a reliable interpretation of results from a statistical inferential procedure.

692

As there is no use of inferential statistical approaches applied to data not being representative

693

at all, this issue should be flagged as early in the development as possible, and options could

694

be explored to base the comparison of interest on more representative samples, or other ways

695

to support similarity will have to be used.

696

•

697

The criterion defined to judge similarity is ideally based on a metric which allows to estimate
the 'distance' between the two unknown distributions (or parameters). Examples could be the

698

difference in means, the ratio of means, the difference in proportions, or even more complex

699

measures of distance such as the f2-function suggested for dissolution comparisons (Guideline

700

on the Investigation of Bioequivalence (CPMP/EWP/QWP/1401/98 Rev.1/Corr)). Similarity

701

criteria solely based on plans to compare single observations (e.g. of test batches) to a pre-

702

defined acceptance range (based on reference data) are usually unsuitable to allow for reliable

703

inference to the underlying general manufacturing process. One guiding principle for setting up

704

the comparison plan is the simple rule that with an increasing amount of information available

705

for the comparison (e.g. number of batches), the quality of the resulting decision should

706

improve. From the statistical point of view, this means that the amount of uncertainty should

707

principally decrease with increasing information from the manufacturing processes to be

708

compared. An increase of the amount of available data for analysis should necessarily lead to

709

higher precision of estimates and consequently to less uncertainty in decision making. For

710

example, a large extent of uncertainty in the estimation of reference data (distributions) shall

711

not be misinterpreted as large acceptance ranges for test-batch data to 'fall in'.

712

•

As mentioned earlier, different statistical methods to derive intervals will rely on a number of

713

assumptions. Hence, the description of the choice of statistical methodology for the QAs'

714

comparison task should address the question of whether underlying assumptions can indeed be

715

considered fulfilled.

716

•

Setting up acceptance ranges (e.g. equivalence margin, non-inferiority margin) shall be seen

717

as a separate task in the plan for QA data comparison. According to standard statistical

718

principles, acceptance ranges are usually not a result of the actual data analysis, but are

719

specified a priori. Such a pre-specification will usually take into account the available

720

knowledge concerning the variability in the QA data to be retrieved, but also the assumed

721

association between differences on the quality level and clinical outcome (efficacy and/or

722

safety aspects). Acceptance ranges should always be defined on the scale of the metric defined

723

to compare the distribution characteristics of interest. For example, if the ratio of means was

724

chosen to investigate equivalence, a corresponding acceptance range should set (usually

725

symmetrical) limits above and below the value 1.

726

•

If all pre-requisites (as listed in Section 5) for an inferential statistical approach are fulfilled

727

and the analysis can be planned accordingly, the issue of controlling for a false positive

728

decision of similarity would deserve dedicated consideration. From a regulatory perspective, it

729

appears difficult to recommend a range for 'acceptable' type-1-error specifications, as the

730

different settings described in Section 4 differ with regard to potential negative consequences

731

of false positive conclusions on similarity.
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732

6.1. Specific issues for the pre/post-manufacturing change setting

733

As mentioned in Section 4.1, any changes in the product quality during the life cycle of a drug product

734

can be considered acceptable from a regulatory perspective, as long as it can be ruled out that

735

changes have an adverse impact upon safety and/or efficacy. This clearly opens the door to measures

736

improving the quality of a specific product by manufacturing changes (either deliberately or even

737

unintentionally). Whereas this corresponds to a one-sided comparison approach concerning the clinical

738

consequences, this does not necessarily imply one-sided testing on the QAs' level (cf. the example of

739

two-sided approach for potency comparison in 5.1.). However, in many instances, the comparison

740

objective would be to investigate whether QA data of the post-change product can be shown to be

741

non-inferior to QA data from the pre-change product.

742

The necessity to obtain representative samples of manufacturing units foreseen for the comparative

743

analysis can be one very limiting factor in this context. Whereas it might be possible to 'draw' a

744

representative sample from a larger set of pre-manufacturing change units, options to draw such a

745

sample from the post-manufacturing batches might be limited, depending on e.g. the time since the

746

change, batch size and manufacturing speed. In many instances it is expected that only a low number

747

of batches produced consecutively after the manufacturing change would be available for the

748

comparison task. Whereas consecutiveness can somehow be helpful to investigate the question of

749

consistency in the new production process, it might not be necessarily compliant with an adequate

750

sampling concept. Against this background, it has to be noted that there is no specific minimum

751

number of required batches/units (e.g. 3 batches, as frequently suggested in practice) which could

752

guarantee representativeness. The question of representativeness of the first available batches for the

753

whole future manufacturing process depends on the manufacturer's ability to maintain consistency in

754

the important QAs in the long run. This issue deserves special attention in any justification of a plan to

755

utilise inferential statistical methodology. In addition, it has to be noted that a very low number of

756

available post manufacturing units could per se represent the limiting factor to carry out a meaningful

757

inferential assessment, e.g. because the desired precision for interval estimation cannot be achieved.

758

As regards the identification of potential sources of variability in QAs, manufacturers may have

759

substantial experience based on the manufacturing history of the pre-change product. For a statistical

760

comparison approach, this might be advantageous when it comes to set up a statistical model to

761

analyse empirical QA data given the sources of variation identified in production and assay systems.

762

This means that available knowledge concerning different causes for within- and between-batch

763

variability can inform the statistical comparison approach.

764

Whenever the justification of acceptance ranges for a pre/post comparison refers to pre-

765

manufacturing-change release specifications, a clear description of the methods to derive those

766

specifications should be provided.

767

6.2. Specific issues for Biosimilar setting

768

In the biosimilar setting, the task to compare two drug products on the quality level can generally be

769

understood as an equivalence problem from the statistical viewpoint (exemptions mentioned in Section

770

4.2). The objective of concluding on the physicochemical and biological similarity between the

771

reference medicinal product and the biosimilar candidate is clearly set out by the applicable guidance

772

as mentioned earlier. When it comes to the selection of distribution characteristics for the QAs' data

773

comparison, it hence appears reasonable to investigate metrics describing the location (e.g. mean) as

774

well as the spread (e.g. variance) of the underlying distributions. In the biosimilar setting, any

775

difference identified in any characteristic would need to be interpreted as a potential signal for non-

776

similarity between the reference medicinal product and the biosimilar candidate. For this particular
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777

comparison setting, statistical analysis strategies have been suggested in the past which could allow

778

for the conclusion on similarity in cases where variability was estimated to be smaller in the biosimilar

779

candidate's data as compared to the reference medicinal product. Unless justifiable in relation to the

780

mentioned exemption (potential improvements in specific QAs might translate to safety advantages), a

781

conclusion on similarity would not be considered reasonable under such circumstances. Conclusion on

782

similarity should ideally result from equivalence analyses where information regarding data origin (e.g.

783

what data set characterises the reference medicinal product batches and what data set the biosimilar

784

candidate batches) does not need to be utilised.

785

However, it has to be acknowledged in this context that cases have been described in the past where

786

significant shifts/changes for the reference medicinal product's data distribution have been observed

787

for relevant QAs (e.g. in the extreme case leading to non-overlapping clusters of reference medicinal

788

product batch-series). In such cases, the target for biosimilarity assessment might not be easily

789

identifiable without further considerations regarding the reasons for the within reference medicinal

790

product manufacturing differences. Referring to the biosimilars' QTPP, EMA guideline

791

EMA/CHMP/BWP/247713/2012 also discusses this issue in Section 5.2, suggesting that "… ranges

792

identified before and after the observed shift in quality profile could normally be used to support the

793

biosimilar comparability exercise at the quality level, as either range is representative of the reference

794

medicinal product." Furthermore, data-distributional differences within the reference medicinal product

795

which are attributable to the sourcing origin are important to be reflected for the justification of

796

analysis plans using non-EU sourced comparator product material.

797

From the biosimilar developer's perspective, one further challenge is the limited access to information

798

regarding the manufacturing of the reference medicinal product. Hence, sources of observed variability

799

in the QAs of interest may remain obscure. From a statistical perspective, a high proportion of

800

unexplained variability generally lessens the likelihood for a reliable similarity conclusion due to the

801

lack of desired precision of interval estimates.

802

It is usually unavoidable that the manufacturing process setup (e.g. scale of manufacturing) of the

803

candidate biosimilar changes several times during pre-marketing development. EMA Guideline

804

EMA/CHMP/BWP/247713/2012 mentions that "Process changes may occur during the development of

805

the biosimilar product, however, it is strongly recommended to generate the required quality, safety

806

and efficacy data for the demonstration of biosimilarity against the reference medicinal product using

807

product manufactured with the commercial manufacturing process and therefore representing the

808

quality profile of the batches to be commercialised." Against this background, bridging concepts are

809

often utilised to bridge to results from experiments carried out with previous variants of the biosimilar

810

product, also to avoid unnecessary repetition of (ex/in-vivo) investigations. Whilst such bridging can be

811

supported in general, the question of whether the pre/post manufacturing process comparison for

812

biosimilars requires the same methodological rigor as the comparison to the reference medicinal

813

product deserves dedicated consideration. Without further justification, it cannot be assumed that the

814

same statistical methodology would be equally suitable in these two different comparison settings.

815

Similar issues are related to bridging plans based on quality data between EU-sourced and non-EU-

816

sourced comparator drug material.

817

In the framework of regulatory decision making concerning drug licensure, the question of adequate

818

control of the risk for a false positive conclusion is of utmost importance. As regards suitable

819

methodology of type-1-error control for equivalence testing, there is reasonable common

820

understanding in the context of clinical trials, also in the biosimilar clinical comparison setting.

821

However, this is currently not the case when applying inferential statistical methods for comparison on

822

the QAs level. This is important to note in particular in light of existing initiatives suggesting biosimilar

823

development plans where substantial evidence for similarity is supposed to be inferred from qualityReflection paper on statistical methodology for the comparative assessment of quality
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824

data comparisons. It can be expected that the acceptability of future 'abbreviated' biosimilar

825

programmes with a scientific comparative focus on the quality data will not only be influenced by the

826

degree of understanding of the association between quality characteristics and clinical outcome, but

827

will also strongly depend on how the risk for a false positive conclusion on similarity can be controlled.

828

It is hence strongly recommended that any biosimilar programme with a focus on quality data

829

comparison is scrutinised to control the risk for a false positive conclusion.

830
831

6.3. Specific issues for generic/hybrid developments and dissolution
comparisons

832

The area of equivalence investigations for special pharmaceutical forms (as introduced in section 4.3)

833

is quite diverse as not only 'pure' QAs, but also a variety of different measurements from ex-vivo/in-

834

vitro assays can be subject to the data comparison task. Against this background, the fundamental

835

methodological requirements as introduced in Section 5 would need to be considered, given the

836

model/experiment identified to support an equivalence claim based on empirical sample data. Some of

837

the aspects described in 6.2 for the biosimilarity setting to build a statistical framework to enable

838

equivalence testing can also be applicable to the broader field of abridged/hybrid applications. This

839

pertains in particular to the choice of metrics describing the location as well as the spread of the

840

underlying data distributions of the attributes selected for the comparison, but also to the challenges to

841

attribute observed variability in the empirical sample data to potential sources of variability.

842

As mentioned in Section 4.3, demonstration of similar dissolution profiles between two (versions of a)

843

medicinal product(s) can be seen as a special case under the scope of this reflection paper. This special

844

case is characterised by the fact that there is only one QA of interest, i.e. dissolution over time. As

845

mentioned in the Appendix I of the CHMP Guideline on the Investigation of Bioequivalence,

846

comparative dissolution investigations are not only relevant for quality control to ensure batch-to-

847

batch consistency, but are also of importance for the justification to waive bioequivalence studies. For

848

the latter purpose, the guidance introduces dissolution similarity assessment as 'Bioequivalence

849

surrogate inference', which actually implies that inferential statistical methodology would ideally be

850

applied to e.g. infer a 'similarity in dissolution claim' from the 'tablet sample' to the whole 'tablet

851

population' (all tablets ever produced by a given manufacturing process). When it comes to checking

852

the prerequisites needed to apply inferential statistical methodology, this specific comparison task can

853

generally be handled following the issues raised in Section 5.

854

The objective to demonstrate 'similar dissolution' actually has a two-sided interpretation from a

855

statistical perspective. As regards the identification of the units of observation, guideline

856

recommendations for comparative dissolution testing provided for oral (immediate) release forms is

857

quite clear, suggesting to consider dissolution profiles from single tablets/capsules/etc. as the basis for

858

evaluation. However, it has to be mentioned that no specific requirements have been expressed so far

859

concerning the sampling of the units foreseen for the dissolution experiments. Hence, all general points

860

made in the first part of Section 5 regarding adequate sampling, also based on available/retrievable

861

knowledge regarding potential sources of variability (in dissolution behaviour) shall be taken into

862

consideration for planning and assessment purposes.

863

Concerning the choice of the distribution parameter of primary interest for the comparison, the

864

guideline recommendation in CPMP/EWP/QWP/1401/98 Rev.1/Corr corresponds to a comparison of

865

mean dissolution over time. This at least applies for the standard comparison carried out via the

866

suggested f2 metric, where differences in sample averages are suggested to be used for deriving the

867

distance measure (between reference and test). Alternative options for dissolution similarity

868

assessment to handle situations where the f2 metric is not considered suitable comprise other model-

869

independent 'distance metrics' as well as model-based investigations of dissolution profile differences.
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870

It is interesting to note that, when following such alternative comparison strategies, the assessment of

871

similarity in dissolution may go beyond the sole evaluation of distribution means.

872

However, the f2-metric and the mentioned alternative analysis approaches do not only differ regarding

873

the characteristics chosen to compare dissolution profiles, but also regarding the potential to draw

874

inference from sample results to a broader population of units. The f2 metric - by itself insensitive to

875

the shape of the dissolution profiles and the spacing between sampling time points - was shown to

876

have unfavourable statistical properties which make standard inferential statistical approaches (e.g.

877

estimation of confidence intervals around the estimated f2-value from the sample) de facto impossible.

878

Whereas this difficulty could potentially be overcome by choosing another model-independent distance

879

metric or an approach to statistically compare fitted model parameters in a model-based comparison

880

setting, several additional methodological issues would need to be addressed in order to enable a

881

meaningful interpretation of any potential statistical inference. E.g., when discussing alternative

882

analysis approaches, the guideline mentions similarity acceptance limits as one important design

883

element for the comparative analysis, saying that these limits should be pre-defined and justified and

884

not be greater than a 10% difference. It remains unclear however whether implementation of this

885

requirement (to exclude 10%+ differences in dissolution) would be straight forward in an alternative

886

data analysis setting, and in how far expectations concerning the required rigor to conclude on

887

similarity can be met.

888

Another aspect would be the suitable pre-specification of the type-1-error probability, which would in

889

most alternative analyses approaches manifest in the specification of the coverage probabilities of

890

confidence interval/region estimates. However, it has to be acknowledged from the regulatory point of

891

view that currently, if standard comparative evaluation via f2 is carried out, no meaningful

892

quantification of the risk to false positively conclude on 'similar dissolution' is possible.

893

7. Appendix

894

The summary below may assist during planning of tasks related to QAs' data comparison, but also help

895

assessors to scrutinise suggested approaches in this context. It is suggested to follow the bullet points

896

in a top-down manner to better identify which limitations could hamper to continue with inferential

897

statistical analysis strategy. The symbol # indicates possible actions which might be meaningful to

898

take in the situations described. Whenever a descriptive statistical comparison approach is mentioned

899

as the only option for the analysis of available data, it should be clear to analysists and assessors that

900

a sole samples’ description does usually not allow for further more general similarity claims concerning

901

the entirety of the material produced by the (two) underlying manufacturing processes.
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902

Summary of items which merit reflection when planning data comparisons on the quality level

903



General description of comparison setting/comparison objectives

904



Given the QAs of interest, categorisation of QAs regarding scale of measurement
(binary to continuous)

905
906



For each QA, decision upon the characteristic/parameter of interest by which
underlying data distributions will be compared (e.g. mean, variance, etc.)

907
908

o

If no such characteristic/parameter can be identified, options for data comparison would

909

be limited to methods using data from single observation as such: # plan for a

910

descriptive comparison approach making use of tabular and graphical presentations of

911

the data measured/observed;

912



Translation to statistical objectives, e.g. deciding upon one- or two-sided comparison
approach per QA

913
914

o

If no statistical hypothesis can be formulated: # plan for a descriptive approach

915

presenting the estimates derived for the chosen parameters (e.g. descriptive presentation

916

of means);

917



Identification of the unit of observation; at the same time exploration of potential
sources of variability in QAs' data to be retrieved

918
919

o

If sources of variability of the manufacturing process remain obscure, a straight forward

920

definition of the adequate unit of observation for comparative data analysis will be

921

hampered: # describe uncertainties related to sources of variability and based on that,

922

justify any choice of the unit of observation in case further statistical comparison is

923

planned;

924



controlled for

925
926

Consideration for which potential sources of variability the data analyses can be



927

Sampling strategy
o

928

analysis, covering options for random sampling and deliberate selection approaches;

929

o

931

chosen parameters (e.g. descriptive presentation of means);

932

o

933


Definition of metric/method to describe difference/distance between the chosen
parameters (e.g. difference in means, ratio of means, etc.)



Evaluation whether the so chosen setup for QA data comparison would allow for
inferential statistical approach

937
938

o

939
940

943

Estimation (of the defined metric) based on sample data, including methods to quantify
uncertainty of estimation (e.g. by confidence intervals/regions, etc.);

o

941
942

After sampling: Description of actual sampling process (according to plan?); Justify any
'non-selection' of units which might have been available for investigation;

935
936

Judgement concerning (expected) representativeness, if representativeness cannot be
assumed: # plan for a descriptive approach presenting the estimates derived for the

930

934

Description of whether there are prospective considerations for the sampling of units for

Choice and description of the selected statistical approach for comparison;
Identification/Justification of (distributional) assumptions made with the methods applied;



Pre-specification of an acceptance range for the analysis of each QA separately (e.g.
equivalence margin, non-inferiority margin)
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944

o

If knowledge about the association between quality characteristics and clinical outcome

945

(efficacy/safety) is limited, the specification of acceptance ranges might remain arbitrary

946

and controversial: # reconsider the whole inferential statistical approach, as

947

interpretation of outcome might remain inconclusive;

948
949
950
951



Consideration regarding the risk for a false positive conclusion on similarity
(equivalence/non-inferiority) based on the similarity decision criteria defined
o

Reflection of the assumed rigor of similarity decision criteria seen required in context of
the particular comparison setting;

952
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